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Introduction 

Like most students entering Higher 

Education for the frst time, students 

entering the UCD School of Agriculture 

& Food Science are required to quickly 

negotiate the transition to University life. 

The School’s Semester One Roadmap – 

referred to as The Roadmap – was developed 

as a simple visual representation of this 

transition period, thereby providing an 

integrated view of the complex academic, 

social and personal landscape encountered 

by new students. 

In short, The Roadmap aims to support 

students to build on their commitment to 

their degree programme by highlighting 

points of identifcation and information 

that assist them to become familiar with 

the myriad educational, emotional and 

environmental adaptations needed to settle 

into university life and begin progression 

through their programme. The Roadmap 

highlights the key academic, administrative 

and engagement milestones within the 

university context and anchors them within 

the School calendar, thereby providing 

a foundation roadmap to guide students 

towards negotiating the transition through 

semester one towards a formation of their 

personal learner identity. 

mailto:irene.Rose@ucd.ie 
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Project Name Semester One Roadmap 

Universal Design 
Principles 

- A community of learners 

- Equitable use 

- Flexibility in use 

- Simple and intuitive use 

- Low physical effort 

Discipline Agriculture & Food Science 

Level UCD level 1 

College Health & Agricultural Sciences 

Learning Outcomes 

At the end of the frst semester, incoming students should be 

cognisant of: 

- transition to university life as a period of personal discovery 

which differs for everyone 

- participation in group activities, both academic and social, as a 

means to build a sense of identifcation with and belonging to 

their programme over time 

- managing their own time and prioritising activities 

- achieving a balance between academic and social activities 

- availing of a range of experienced advice and support should 

academic, social and/or personal issues arise 
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Figure 1: Front of Roadmap postcard 
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Figure 2: Back of Roadmap postcard 
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Design & implementation 

The Roadmap Project was initiated by the 

School’s Orientation, Support & Retention 

Committee with the support of a Teaching 

& Learning Support Grant from the School. 

Long before the project got off the ground 

I’d made a draft sketch of a Roadmap - my 

vision was similar to the landscape of 

a Ordnance Survey Discovery map with 

high and low ground and other physical 

features representing the opportunities 

and challenges around student transition. 

Around the time of the School’s call for T&L 

grant applications, I also noticed that AIB 

had installed a colourful animated campus 

map in a light-box along one wall of their 

Belfeld branch. My ideas and observations 

- the landscape and its topography, the 

milestones along the transition road and 

the animation - all came together when 

designing The Roadmap. The grant proposal 

included the identifcation of Briggs as a 

suitable theoretical model. Overall, the 

project comprised the following steps: 

1. Identifcation of theoretical model 

2. Scope out content and customise 

3. Artwork design 

4. Implementation 

Collaboration of staff and students was 

required for development, implementation, 

promotion and active engagement with The 

Roadmap. 

STEP 1: Identifcation of 
theoretical model 

The starting point of The Roadmap was to 

recognise that frst-year orientation is a 

semester-long activity and that student 

infuences extend well beyond the limits 

of the School and university campus. This 

extended concept of a transition to university 

life that includes non-organisational 

infuences is represented by Briggs’ 

“Model of organisational infuence on the 

development of learner identity” (Figure 1) 

and formed the basis for development of the 

design. 

STEP 2: Scope out content & 
customise 

The development team led by the 

Programme Manager (Irene Rose) 

comprised current and postgraduate 

students as well of School and Programme 

Offce support staff including Naoimh 

O’Regan (student adviser), Tara Walsh 

(Marketing & Student Recruitment Offcer) 

and Dr Eileen Gibney (Associate Dean – 

Teaching & Learning). The collaborative 

online tool Mindmeister enabled real-time 

sharing and development of the map across 

a dispersed project team (Fig 2). 
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Figure 3: Brigg’s Model of organisational infuence on the development of learner identity 
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Figure 4: Development of Roadmap content using Mindmeister 
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One student member of the development 

team noted, “I hadn’t used a mindmap in 

a collaborative way before. It helped me to 

see how I could use mindmaps this way in 

future”. 

The group worked to identify words, phrases 

and images commonly associated with 

each step in Brigg’s model. Insights gained 

provided student-centred content, which was 

arranged along a ‘Road’ of a draft Roadmap. 

Through this approach, it became clear that 

while many of Brigg’s terms were easily 

recognised by students, others were less 

well understood. e.g., while ‘commitment’ 

was a well understood and accepted term, 

‘development’, ‘gaining confdence’ and 

‘gaining autonomy’ steps were less familiar 

and the term ‘Personal Discovery’ was 

settled upon as a way of framing the process 

of change experienced by students. 

STEP 3: Artwork design 

The services of a graphic designer were 

engaged to develop the artwork along 

Universal Design principles. This step was 

undertaken using a phased approach that 

allowed the designer and development team 

time to: 

- understand project requirements and 

seek clarifcation where necessary 

- create ideas for the School’s 

consideration 

- deliver drafts for the School’s feedback, 

- make subsequent revisions as required 

Aspects of Universal Design 

The Universal Design aspects of The 

Roadmap allow it to be quickly grasped by a 

broad and diverse cohort. From the outset, 

The Roadmap was envisaged as a visual 

interface incorporating the use of colourful 

imagery interspersed with key words and 

phrases to depict a landscape packed with 

recognisable features as well as unfamiliar 

ones encountered by students during 

transition in a Simple and intuitive way. The 

tangible weight of the card and the colourful 

imagery make it both durable and attractive. 

The visual appeal engages students who 

can easily recognise aspects of the complex 

academic, social and personal landscape 

they are entering. 

A ‘Road’, which begins at ‘Home’ and ends 

at ‘Celebrate’, twists and turns through the 

landscape and allows students to locate 

the various features and refect on their 

personal progress with Low physical effort. 

The logo You’re on the Road emphasises 

the often indirect yet progressive nature of 

transition to third-level learning. 
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While the topography is localised to the 

School and aimed primarily at transitioning 

students, it can be also accessed by other 

students as well as staff, making for 

Equitable use across the School and the 

wider university. 

The scalable layout accommodates 

Flexibility in use, which include A5 

postcards, populated on the reverse with 

academic and support contact information. 

Other versions were created for multi-sized 

posters and slides and a pop-up stand. 

In addition to the visual form, a weekly 

email is sent from the School’s Associate 

Dean of Teaching & Learning to all frst-

year students plus staff, thus recognising a 

Community of learners within the School. 

STEP 4: Implementation 

The Roadmap launch began in Orientation 

week 2016/17 with A5 postcards distributed 

to all incoming undergraduates at the 

Academic Advisory sessions on the frst 

day of Orientation. This includes CAO, 

international and mature entrants to all the 

School’s programmes regardless of their 

entry-path and duration of their stay. 

During Orientation week, posters, slides and 

a pop-up stand of The Roadmap of displayed 

throughout the UCD Agriculture & Food 

Science Centre, creating a familiar backdrop 

within their new programme ‘home’. These 

initiatives are supported by posts on social 

media. 

Throughout the semester an encouraging 

email is sent out weekly, bringing attention 

to the features on The Roadmap that are of 

a timely and relevant nature and bringing 

students’ attention to opportunities and their 

achievements and progression throughout 

the semester, while simultaneously sending 

out reassurances of available experienced 

advice and support. 

Figure 5: Students at the How’s It Going Coffee Morning 

Communications continue throughout the 

semester with on-going posts on social 

media, emails, poster and plasma displays 

as well as further copies of the A5 postcard 

circulated at featured School events such 

as the ‘How’s It Going Coffee Morning’ - a 

frst-year gathering held in the student 

common room, aimed to aid students 

growing in confdence and autonomy to mix 
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with students in later stages, as well as staff 

from service and support units such as the 

Programme Offce, Library, Maths Support 

Centre, Writing Centre and Student Advisors. 

A total of 750 A5 postcards were distributed. 

Half of these were given directly to students 

during Orientation week with the remaining 

half disseminated to staff and students 

either at on-going Orientation events such 

as the How’s It Going Coffee Morning or by 

collection from the Programme Offce. 

Results & fndings 

The Roadmap is a long-term project that 

aims to build student awareness from 

the outset of their degree and ultimately 

transform this awareness into positive 

action that leads to rewarding and fulflling 

experiences during their programme. Such 

a holistic vision for student’s expectations 

of university life and the potential for 

engagement across many aspects of the 

academic, social and personal landscape 

makes quantitative evidence of impact hard 

to quantify. 

What can be said of The Roadmap is that 

it highlights the potential aspects of the 

student experience which expand and 

complement curricula learning outcomes. 

One example of this is student debating 

within the School, brought to the attention of 

incoming students in week fve. 

Debating 

Debating meets many of the learning 

outcomes in the personal development and 

transferable skills arenas, as outlined in a 

fyer distributed to promote debating in the 

School. It is also an opportunity for students 

and staff to join in a learning activity beyond 

the classroom that is both enjoyable and 

educational for students, while being 

insightful and entertaining for staff. The 

collaboration of students and School has the 

effect of attracting students who may have 

experience of debating at second-level and 

wish to build on their experience, as well as 

those who recognise the benefts of debating 

to their future aspirations. This combination 

of experience and enthusiasm contributed 

to: 

- the establishment of a new ‘AgSoc Debate 

Series’ 

- the inclusion of a debate into AgSoc’s 

AgWeek calendar of activities 

- the School team win of the 2017 Great 

Agri-Food Debate trophy against 

Waterford Institute of Technology 

- a stage one student taking the Great Agri-

Food Debate ‘Best speaker’ award 

In this example, The Roadmap aided 

contextualisation of a collaborative staff-

student initiative within the broader student 

experience and contributed to a Community 

of learners. 
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Figure 6: Debating Flyer 
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Feedback Student responses 

Social media - The number of weekly Roadmap emails 

opened by stage one students ranged 

from 81.5% to 90.6%. On average 85.5% of Communications on social media reached 
students opened The Roadmap emails. almost three thousand Twitter users 

- Participants at a focus group of later and over one thousand Facebook users. 
stage students (predominantly stage four) Comments, likes, shares and retweets 
held by the School’s Student Engagement showed a positive response to The Roadmap 
Committee at the start of semester two as detailed below. 
indicated strong identifcation with The 

Roadmap. Participants indicated that 

it brought attention to opportunities 

they had not been aware of at earlier 

stages in their programme, such as 

study abroad, the Career Development 

Centre and debating. Similarly, time 

management and exploring learning 

styles were regarded as skills with 

a cumulative effect, most benefting 

students who adopted them early and 

continued to practise them throughout 

their degree. Comments included: “The 

Roadmap shows exactly what it’s like 

being an Agriculture student” – 4th year 

Agriculture student. 

Figure 7: Twitter and Facebook activity following 
launch of The Roadmap 
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“A request has been made by to include 
The Roadmap as a case study in this 
Universal Design in Education Handbook, 
as it was thought it, “would make a great 
addition… which all students would 
beneft from.” 

– Dr Lisa Padden, Academic Skills Coordinator, UCD Access & Lifelong 

Learning. 

“The Roadmap was brought to the UCD 
Widening Participation Committee, 
where it was met with interest as an 
example of fostering participation and 
engagement that, “supports student 
learning at University, whether it be 
personal development, formal classroom 
learning or [wider] learning in societies.” 

- Associate Professor Mary Forrest, UCD School of Agriculture & Food 

Science 

STAFF RESPONSES 
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“The Roadmap is a great idea well executed. 
Well done.” 
– Assistant Professor Nigel Brunton, UCD School of Agriculture & Food 

Science 

“a great initiative and one that could be easily 
adopted to great beneft by other parts of the 
University.” 

– Professor Grace Mulcahy, UCD School of Veterinary Medicine 

“well done on the map, it looks fantastic!” 
– Tara Walsh, Marketing & Student Recruitment Offcer 

STAFF RESPONSES 
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Implementation advice 

Ensuring The Roadmap speaks to students 

in both a visual and verbal way required 

the participation of programme-specifc 

students, academics and support staff. 

Implementing Universal Design did not 

mean having to compromise on localised 

content. The time required to capture and 

refect on relevant content took several 

drafts; as we initially had more content then 

space available on the A5 postcard, choices 

had to made between words and images that 

students could recognise at the start of the 

semester such as ‘peer mentor’ and those 

that were local to UCD or their programme 

such as ‘How’s It Going Coffee Morning’, 

which students would come to learn during 

the semester. 

It was important for us to have some 

continuity between the School’s marketing 

and promotional materials and The 

Roadmap. Providing the designer with a 

clear picture of our vision of the landscape 

(e.g. colour, topography, mood) saved time 

and money. To stop the project over-running, 

a number of design steps and working 

contract were agreed with the graphic 

designer at the outset of the design step. 

These included agreeing the allocation 

and placement of space for each of Brigg’s 

localised model, a specifc number of drafts, 

artwork deliverables and sign-off criteria. 

Further development 

Consideration to developing The Roadmap 

for stage two in 2017/18 would allow the 

School to focus on the links between early 

and later stages of the degree, and set out 

how degree knowledge develops over the 

programme duration. 
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